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Windows
& doors for
different
house styles
Choosing new windows and doors can
transform your home.
The style and colour can change the look of the property, and the right window and
door design will make your home a more comfortable and practical place to live in.
Our products are designed to let in more daylight and even create more space, as
well as being energy efficient and secure.
There’s lots of ideas and tips in this brochure along with useful information about our
windows, doors, conservatories and sun rooms. If you have any questions or want to
see a sample just ask us.

Choosing a different
window style, door design or
frame colour can transform
the way your house looks
from the outside.
This brochure will show you lots of designs
and options to help you choose your windows,
doors, new sunroom or glazed extension.
You’ll find windows and doors in traditional,
modern and contemporary styles to create the
look you want to achieve for your project.

YOUR
PROJECT
BEGINS
HERE
4

Choosing design
options and
colours to suit
your house style.
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Tested to the most stringent standards of
performance, our PVCu windows, doors
and glazing products offer improved
strength, security, insulation and durability,
along with style and elegance.
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KSHIR
E

Our window, door
and glazing products
are manufactured
here in the UK to
ISO9001 quality
management
accreditation.

M A DE I N
R
YO

CHOOSING
QUALITY
FIRST

HIGH
QUALITY
PRODUCTS

HIGH QUALITY PRODUCTS EXPERTLY FITTED
To achieve optimum aesthetics and performance our
products are installed to the best standard by our highly
trained installation teams as well as being manufactured
to the highest quality.

A

SBD

SLIMLINE FRAMES

HIGH SECURITY

Slimline frames provide a bigger glass area.
This not only lets more light into the room, it also gives
a better view out.

Our windows and doors are Secured by Design
approved and manufactured to the Police Preferred
Specification for security.

A+ ENERGY RATED WINDOWS

RCM THERMALLY ENHANCED

Choosing windows with a higher energy
rating will eliminate draughts and make your
rooms more comfortable.

We fit recycled composite material (RCM)
inserts into our PVCu windows and doors to
add strength and improve thermal efficiency
to keep the heat inside and cold outside.

MANY COLOUR OPTIONS
INCLUDING WHITE INSIDE,
COLOUR OUTSIDE
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ENERGY
SAVING
Windows are an
important part of
your property’s
warmth, reducing
heat loss and your
heating bill.
Our windows offer excellent thermal efficiency and can achieve an A+ rating for
energy saving. This traps heat inside and provides a barrier to the cold air outside.
Slim window frames also create a bigger glass area, allowing in more natural
sunlight to help warm the room in the cooler months.
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ENERGY RATINGS

TOP TIP

An A+ energy rated window
will help keep the room at an
even temperature and reduce
draughts making it more
comfortable.

Our windows feature the latest technology
multi-chamber frames with RCM inserts
and highly insulated glass units. This means
our double glazed windows can achieve an
A+ rating for energy efficiency and have an
excellent U-value of 1.1 W/m2K (U-value
is the measure of thermal loss).measure or
thermal loss).

SUSTAINABILITY
PVCu windows are a highly sustainable
option, and can last up to 60 years. All our
windows are fully recyclable.

TRIPLE GLAZING FOR HIGHEST
INSULATION AND NOISE
REDUCTION
Triple glazing can provide the highest level of
thermal efficiency, ideal for high specification
new build houses or extensions. It is also
effective in reducing noise pollution - for
example from airports and busy roads. Ask us
for details.
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TOP TIP

A Secured by Design product
is manufactured to the Police
Preferred Specification for
security, assuring you that
your home is secure.
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NO COMPROMISE
ON SECURITY
FIRE ESCAPE
We offer high-strength
fire egress hinges that
open extra wide. This
creates an opening that
can be used as a means
of escape in the event
of a fire. Our fire escape
windows comply with
Building Regulations.

Safe, secure and peace
of mind.
Our windows and doors are fitted with high
security locking and are independently tested to
the extreme, giving you peace of mind.

MULTIPOINT LOCKING
Multipoint locking comes as standard. Our
doors feature claw locks and windows have
our bi-directional locking systems.
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CASEMENT
WINDOWS
Our casement window
range is designed to
improve the amount
of natural daylight in
the room. The slimline
frames feature more
glass to let the sunlight
flood in.
With our windows, you benefit from
extra light, an attractive and clean design,
high security, and an excellent thermal
performance.
There are 3 casement window frame styles
to choose from, to suit any style of property.
There is optional detailing available to either
complement your house style, or transform
its look.
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SCULPTURED FRAMES

CHAMFERED FRAMES

FLASH SASH WINDOWS

Sculptured windows feature
a slimline frame and offer a
rounded and ornate appearance
that adds character. An optional
woodgrain finish gives the
window a traditional timber look.

Chamfered windows have the
classic appearance of a wooden
window. They offer the added
advantage of looking as good
on new houses as they do on
traditional properties.

Flush sash windows create a
traditional timber look, perfect
for adding character to any
property, whilst combining the low
maintenance of PVCu material.

SLIMLINE
FRAMES LET
THE LIGHT
FLOOD IN

TOP TIP

Casement windows are the
most popular design for
homes. The window
sashes open outward for
ventilation.
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BESPOKE
WINDOWS TO
CREATE AN
AUTHENTIC
LOOK

HOW THE
DETAILS
MAKE THE
DIFFERENCE
Casement Windows
design options
Casement windows are made bespoke to your
project so you can choose design options to
create an authentic look.
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TOP TIP

Astragal bars are traditionally
used to offer an authentic
Georgian appearance.
However horizontal
astragal bars can create a
contemporary style.

ASTRAGAL BARS

LEADED GLASS

Astragal bars are fixed either side of the glass and we
precision mill the bars to create a high-quality join for
a real wood look.

Achieve a traditional look with leaded glass. Choose
from either a classic square, diamond, Queen Anne
or create a unique design bespoke to you.

GEORGIAN BARS

HERITAGE STYLING

Georgian bars are fitted inside the glazing for
easier maintenance and cleaning whilst still
appearing traditional.

Casement window sashes can feature horns to
mimic a traditional sliding box sash window. This is
perfect for blending in with surrounding properties.
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TOP TIP

To modernise a traditional
bay choose plain glass
with simple horizontal bars
across the glass.

BAY AND BOW
WINDOWS
16

A bay window adds space
and light to a room as well
as character.
Choose from an option of traditional bay and bow
features for a window ideal for older properties.

DUMMY SASHES
Dummy sashes can be added to bay
windows to create an equal line between
panes that do and don’t open, perfect
for traditional properties looking to retain
their character.

FRENCH
CASEMENT
French casement windows add
light to any home by opening up
completely, giving an uninterrupted
view as there’s no central frame.

OPEN WIDE
Each side of a French casement window opens to a 90
degree angle to create a greater sense of space and light.

CREATE A
SENSE OF
SPACE &
LIGHT

FIRE SAFETY
Because both window sashes open wide without a centre
mullion, French casements can be used to create an opening
that’s big enough to use as a fire escape. Ask us for details.

VENTILATION
The wide opening of a French casement gives the optimum
ventilation and light.

EASY CLEANING
The inward wide opening of a French casement means the
whole window can be easily cleaned from the inside.
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COLOUR
OPTIONS

The colour of your windows
can completely transform
the style of your home.

Painted wood
effect in a
palette of
colour options

Our huge colour range provides
endless possibilities for your design
project. Ask us about our full range
of colour options available.
We also offer a dual colour option,
with a coloured exterior and

white interior to match your home
perfectly.
Choose from classic white, bold or
subtle colours in a painted wood
effect, or an authentic natural wood
style window.

Choose colour or
natural woodstain
outside and white
on the inside

Natural woodstain
effect in a range of
colours

ASK US ABOUT OUR FULL RANGE OF COLOUR OPTIONS AVAILABLE
Popular colour choices:

CREAM

ANTHRACITE
GREY ON WHITE

AGATE GREY

SLATE GREY

CHARTWELL
GREEN

BLACK BROWN

WHITE
WOODGRAIN

Some colours require an extended lead time, ask for details. Colours are for guidance only and the print image may vary from the actual windows or doors
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ROSEWOOD
ON WHITE

LIGHT OAK
ON WHITE

TOP TIP

Add a coloured frame in
shades of grey or black
to create contemporary
look on the outside. Leave
the inside frame white
so it doesn’t darken your
internal décor.
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TILT & TURN
WINDOWS
Tilt & turn windows are
versatile and functional.
Because the windows open inwards they are
safer for high rise windows or to avoid causing an
obstruction by opening outwards. It also makes
them easy to clean from inside the house.
By opening inwards, Tilt & turn windows are
also perfect where limited space outside the
window would prevent a casement window from
opening, for example, a low hanging gutter.

Versatility and
functionality for
enhanced practicality.

TOP TIP

Tilt & turn windows are
ideal for ground floor
windows where an outward
opening sash would
obstruct a walkway.

VENTILATION
The tilt function allows windows to open just from the
top if required to effectively ventilate a room without
compromising security.

LIMITED SPACE
EASY CLEANING
The turn function allows windows to be fully opened
inwards for easy cleaning from inside.

Tilt & turn windows can open inwards
where space is limited outside.

MODERN AESTHETIC
Ideal for a modern home, tilt & turn windows
provide a crisp, clean, and contemporary look.
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SLIDING
SASH
WINDOWS
Sliding sash windows
offer the traditional look
of timber, with the low
maintenance benefits of
PVCu.

Preserve the
character
of older
properties.

This traditional style can add character to newer
properties or preserve the character of older
properties.

CONSERVATION AREAS

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

SASH HORNS

The real wood look of sliding sash windows mean
they can be used in conservation areas to retain a
traditional style.

Using PVCu instead of timber makes our sliding sash windows
extremely weatherproof, eliminating the draughts, cold spots and
rattling timber sliding sash windows cause, keeping your home warm.

Sash horns can be added to a sliding sash
windows to add an authentic look.
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Popular colour choices:

TOP TIP

Woodgrain and wood
effects are ideal to create
a more traditional style
of property. Coloured
or foil windows can
create a modern and
contemporary style.

CHARISMA
CREAM

CHARISMA
GOLDEN OAK

CHARISMA
IRISH OAK

CHARISMA CHARISMA WHITE
ROSEWOOD
WOODGRAIN

HERITAGE
HERITAGE AND
HERITAGE
REHAU
& ULTIMATE GOLDEN OAK
& ULTIMATE ULTIMATE FLAT
CREAM
WHITE
WHITE
WOODGRAIN
WOODGRAIN

SECURE

DESIGN OPTIONS

Using PVCu makes our sliding sash windows more
secure due to their rigid material, multipoint locks
and stainless steel hinges to prevent a break in.

Choose from a range of design options, including
coloured, foiled, woodgrain and wood effect finishes, to
create the look you want to achieve for your property.

REHAU
ROSEWOOD
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FRENCH
& PATIO
DOORS
French and patio doors can be used to
seamlessly connect your home to your
garden while adding space and light
with large glazed areas.
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FRENCH DOORS
French doors can be used to create a classic,
elegant look and are ideal for traditional style
homes.

Choose from an inward or outward opening style
to suit the space your home and garden offers.
To match the style you want your project to
achieve, choose from a variety of traditional
styles and a choice of decorative, leaded or
stained glass designs.

PATIO AND WIDESPAN DOORS
Patio and widespan doors can be used as a
contemporary way to open up a home, ideal if
you’re looking to achieve a modern style in your
home.
Patio doors let in a great deal of natural
light with more glass and less frame and the
opportunity to slide the doors completely open.
Choose from the option of a traditional slide
opening, or a tilt and slide for added ventilation.
Both styles of doors come with a 10 year
guarantee, multi-point locking systems for
security, and A-rated thermally efficient glazing.
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PVCU
ENTRANCE
DOORS
Our range of PVCu
entrance doors can
be used as front, rear,
and porch doors.
With a low maintenance and long lasting
material, you’re guaranteed a bright and
colourful entrance that won’t fade or
discolour.
Choose from a range of panel designs,
glazing options, and colours, including
a variety of Greys, Rosewood, Irish Oak,
Steel Blue, Chartwell Green, Black Brown,
or Classic White.

Popular colour choices:

CHARTWELL
GREEN
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CHARISMA
ROSEWOOD

CHARISMA
IRISH OAK

Guaranteed
bright &
colourful
entrance.

FRONT

BACK

PVCu front doors give your home a classic entrance, with
the opportunity to tailor your door to suit the style of your
home perfectly. Frames and seals effectively insulate your
home from the cold and noise outside.

Protect the back of your home from the elements and any opportunist burglars with our extremely secure PVCu back
doors. With a low-maintenance and wipe clean material, PVCu back doors will withstand all the comings and goings
from your house and garden.
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COMPOSITE
DOORS
A composite door will give
your property an elegant
and timeless entrance
whilst being highly
durable, low-maintenance,
secure, and weather
resistant.
Tailor your composite door to any style and age of
property with range of colours, glazing, sidelight
and hardware options.
Incorporate woodgrain colours and finishes for a
composite door that readily passes for real wood,
ideal for older style properties.

Ask us for our composite door
brochure to see all the styles,
colours and options available.
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Give your
property
an elegant
& timeless
entrance.

Composite doors can transform your home by combining the aesthetic
appeal of a traditional timber door with the modern performance
benefits of other materials.
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REAL WOOD
ENTRANCE
DOORS

Craftsman are handmade,
precision engineered timber doors.
Beautifully designed, Craftsman doors are also insulated to keep
your home warm and comfortable.
With a choice of over 27 door styles, each painted in a wide
choice of colours using a hardwearing system equivalent to
10 brushed coats of paint.
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Craftsman is
our premium
timber door and
is exceptional in
every way.

STRONG AND SECURE
CONSTRUCTION
The Craftsman door features a sturdy
timber door blade that is precision
engineered with a solid core of Kerto Q
which has cross cross-banded lamels
for stability. The Facings are made from
tricoya with 100% water resistance
throughout.
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WINDOW
AND DOOR
FURNITURE
Hardware can be used
to give your home the
finishing touches it needs
to create the design you
want.
Our window and door handles are BBA Certified
and tested to withstand normal use over many
years. Our stainless steel range of door handles are
covered with a 25 years anti-corrosion guarantee,
just ask us for full details.
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KNOCKERS

LETTERBOXES

Knockers can be added or aswell as a bell for a more
traditional look on a front door. Choose from a range
of colours and finishes.

Tailor your letterbox to match with your window and door
handles, with a variety of colours and finishes to choose
from. Gold can be used to give homes a traditional feel, or
black for a more modern style.

NUMERALS

WINDOW HANDLES

Add easy to read numerals so visitors to your home can
find you easily.

The window handles you choose give your window the
finishing touches and show the style of your property.
Monkey tail handles are perfect for an elegant, heritage
look.

SPY HOLES
Spy holes can be added to your door for an extra level
of security so you can see who is at the door before
opening it.

DECORATIVE
Decorative glass is ideal for properties looking for a
traditional style of windows.
Achieve a traditional look with leaded glass.
Choose from either a classic square, diamond,
Queen Anne or create a unique design.
Stained glass gives your home a touch of elegance
and creativity with a colourful splash. Available in a
range of patterns or the option to design your own.

Add a touch of
creativity with a
colourful splash
of stained glass.
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GLASS
OPTIONS

Make your windows and doors
bespoke to your project with our
range of glass options.

OBSCURE
Obscure glass can be used in houses looking for more privacy, or in bathrooms or
living spaces that are in view.
Just ask us about the full range of obscure glass designs and styles available.

There are 5
levels of privacy
dependant on the
style of glass you
choose.

1

Privacy Level 1

2

Privacy Level 2

4

Privacy Level 4

3

Privacy Level 3

5

Privacy Level 5
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Create a bright
additional space
with no planning
required!
CONSERVATORIES
With the walls and roof all made
from glass, a conservatory gives
your home an extra living space
completely filled with natural
sunlight, transforming any home.
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A range of style options are
available to suit the age and
style of any property.
To find out more about the
styles of conservatories, read
pages 38 & 39.

ORANGERIES AND SUN
ROOMS
For more privacy, we have a range of
orangeries and sun rooms.
An orangery is a beautiful home
extension that looks like an original part

of your home while giving your property
the light and open feel of a traditional
conservatory with a glazed roof.
Design an orangery or sun room to
transform your property with a choice
of our extensive window range, and the
option to add bi-fold or patio doors.

SUN ROOMS
AND GLAZED
EXTENSIONS
Create a room filled with
light to give your home extra
space with a bespoke sun
room or glazed extension.
The bright additional space can be used as a dining
room, a retreat to relax in, a playroom, or whatever
you need.
Sunrooms and glazed extensions can often be built
under permitted development, so you don’t need to
worry about planning permission.
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CONSERVATORY
STYLES
With our range of conservatory
styles, you have a selection of
design options to choose from
to create the look you desire,
whether your property is more
traditional or modern.

Victorian

Lean-to

Georgian and gable-end conservatories are in a square
or rectangle shape, with the former coming with a sloping
roof and the latter more upright.
Victorian conservatories are design and detail heavy, with
a bow end and decorative ridges. This traditional style
complements older properties best.
Lean-to conservatories are the simplest style, ideal for
smaller properties or those with restricted eaves height.
P or T shaped conservatories have separate wings, creating
2 extra spaces, ideal for larger properties.

Edwardian

38

P Shaped

Traditional styles
complement
older properties
best.

39
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SOLID ROOF CONSERVATORIES

Solid roof conservatories help
to create a warmer, more
flexible living space.

Ideal if you want an extra room that gives your home
additional brightness, a solid roof conservatory also
creates a comfortable space all year round with
insulated tiles.

REPLACEMENT ROOFS

A solid roof conservatory can flow seamlessly from
your home, with a range of coloured tiles to choose
from to match your property.

Solid roofs can be fitted to existing
conservatories to give your space some extra
insulation in the colder months and to block
out the sun’s glare in the summer months.

Solid roofs can replace old conservatory roofs
for a brand new look to transform your house.
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NOTES
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Colours shown in this leaflet may vary from the actual product due to variations in print and photographic processing. Colour samples of actual products
are available on request to check the correct colour before you place an order.
The company reserves the right to change any products and specifications given in this brochure in line with its policy of continuous product development.
It is strictly forbidden to reproduce this brochure in whole or part. All products in this brochure are copyrighted and legal action will be taken against any
person or company found infringing our intellectual rights (Refer to Design and Patents Act 1988 Section 107).
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Over 60
classic or
contemporary
door styles
Create a grand entrance
Your new front door needs to be strong, secure and energy efficient. It also has to
look amazing.
Choosing the right composite door makes it a lot easier to create a grand entrance in
your home that not only looks amazing but offers high performance too. This is because
a composite door combines a highly insulated core, dual weatherproof seals and multipoint security locking, finished with strong, robust glass reinforced plastic skins that
protect against the knocks and bashes of everyday life.
Our door collection offers a choice of over 60 doors in classic or contemporary styles.
Every door style is available in a huge range of colours and stunning glass options.

CHOOSING
YOUR
PERFECT
ENTRANCE
DOOR
The entrance door can define
the look of your home.
Our Classic Collection of doors is timeless and suits
a wide range of house styles.
The modern designs of our Contemporary
Collection feature sleek pull handle options and
geometric glazing to give your house extra kerb
appeal.

4

ADD THE
WOW FACTOR

TOP TIP

Add a bold colour and one of
our Sparkles glass designs
to give a personalised look to
your front door.

5

GETTING
THE LOOK
& FEEL
YOU WANT
We offer our composite
doors in a choice of styles,
designs and door finishes.

6

GLASS
OPTIONS

Our doors are available in a range of decorative glass
options including elegant coloured glass, stunning
bevels, leaded or zinc finish designs.

ONE LITE
DOORS

DOUBLE
DOORS

One Lite doors let the sunlight
shine through your home and
can be customised with our
stunning glazing options.

Our Double Door options are
available in a range of door styles.
Just ask us for details.
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THERMAL IMAGE TEST

BUILT TO LAST

OUR 44.5MM GRP
COMPOSITE DOOR
As tested by The
University of Salford at
their ‘Energy House’ test
facility.

Whichever style you choose, our
composite doors are built to last.
Designed to be low maintenance, our composite doors are
highly energy efficient and exceed Building Regulations
requirements. A full weather seal keeps the wind and rain
out to withstand the worst of the British weather.
High security locking system is combined with a durable
high impact-resistant GRP skin to protect against burglars.
Our composite doors are tested to achieve the stringent
PAS24 security standard.

48MM SOLID
TIMBER CORE
COMPOSITE DOOR
Our door is 19% more
thermally efficient than
a 48mm solid timber
core composite door.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY
Our composite door design really keeps the heat in.
The high performance foam core door and insulated
glass units make it much more energy efficient than
traditional timber doors, PVCu skinned timber core doors
or steel doors.

10

10 YEAR GUARANTEE
PAS24 ENHANCED SECURITY
PERFORMANCE
HIGH THERMAL PERFORMANCE

PART M APPROVED ACCESSIBLE
ENTRANCE

8

Low maintenance
& highly energy
efficient

44MM TRADITIONAL
TIMBER PANELLED
DOOR
Our door is 17% more
thermally efficient than a
44mm traditional timber
panelled door.

SECURITY

3 STAR LOCKING

SOUND INSULATION

WEATHERPROOF

Our doors provide enhanced security to
protect your home:

3 star locking on your
entrance door means that
your home will be safe
and secure as the locks
are “anti-snap” and have
passed the Sold Secure
Diamond standard.

Our composite door leaf also keeps
the noise down:

Our composite doors keep the
British weather at bay too:

4

BS TS007 3 star high security cylinder

4

Twin hook, multi-point locking system

4

Strong GRP skin and reinforced
sub-frame

4

Tested to PAS24 enhanced security

4
4

4

A sound insulating foam core
An outdoor to indoor transmission
class of 26db

4

Fully sealed door leaf to prevent
water penetration

4

High performance weather
resistant glazing system

4

Tested to BS6375-1 for weather
tightness, air, wind and water

Sound transmission of 29db

GUARANTEED DURABILITY
Our composite doors are guaranteed for 10 years and
feature low maintenance, high impact GRP skins and a
proven PVCu outerframe.
4

Protected against bowing, cracking, splintering or warping

4

UV stable finish to resist fading and discolouration

4

Impact resistant door skin protects against everyday knocks

PVCU OUTERFRAME
We manufacture outerframes from durable PVCu
which has a life expectancy of over 40 years. The
frames are fitted with dual weather seals and a
choice of thresholds including a mobility access
approved option.
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CLASSIC DOOR COLLECTION

DEEPDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
GOLDEN OAK

RIBBLESDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
CHARTWELL

SWALEDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
TRAFFIC RED

KINGSDALE*
COLOUR SHOWN:
DUCK EGG BLUE

CLASSIC
Our Classic Collection of composite doors offers
traditional styling with a choice of colours and glass
designs that are every bit as individual as you. The
familiar, classic door styles complement the features
of your home and offer a wide choice of door
furniture, colours and finishes.
The door above is Mossdale.
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WENSLEYDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
TRAFFIC GREY

BISHOPDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
GREEN

MALHAMDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
IRISH OAK

All of the above are available in Farmhouse, Cottage and Flush (grain) excluding doors with *

ARKENGARTHDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
BLACK

NIDDERDALE

WHARFEDALE

CLAPDALE

GARSDALE

MOSSDALE*

CALDERDALE

DENTDALE

AIREDALE*

AIREDALE SOLID*

TEESDALE*

COLOUR SHOWN:
CLAY

COLOUR SHOWN:
RED

COLOUR SHOWN:
BLUE

COLOUR SHOWN:
BLUE

COLOUR SHOWN:
BLUE

COLOUR SHOWN:
TWILIGHT

All of the above are available in Farmhouse, Cottage and Flush (grain) excluding doors with *

COLOUR SHOWN:
WHITE

COLOUR SHOWN:
CREAM

COLOUR SHOWN:
CITRINE

COLOUR SHOWN:
PASTEL BLUE

BARBONDALE

CHAPEL–LE– DALE

COLOUR SHOWN:
RED

COLOUR SHOWN:
PASTEL BLUE

BIRKDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
VANILLA

COTTAGE STYLE
& FARMHOUSE
The traditional tongue and groove timber look is
available as a solid door or cottage style. Glass options
include half glazed and a single diamond pane style.
The door above is Dibdale.

LITTONDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
DISTANT BLUE
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All of the above are available in Flush (grain) and Farmhouse.

DIBDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
WHITE

LUNEDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
TRAFFIC GREY

RAYDALE 3
COLOUR SHOWN:
COTSWOLD

RAYDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
GOLDEN OAK

COVERDALE*
COLOUR SHOWN:
AZURE BLUE

WARDALE*
COLOUR SHOWN:
TRAFFIC PURPLE

STABLE DOORS
Stable style composite doors retain character and
charm whilst offering ease of use, weather protection
and low maintenance.

SILVERDALE*
COLOUR SHOWN:
BLUE

MARDALE*
COLOUR SHOWN:
BLACK

HAYDALE*

The door above is Silverdale.

COLOUR SHOWN:
LIGHT GREY

All of the above are available in Flush (grain) and Farmhouse excluding doors with *, which are sold as shown in this brochure
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CONTEMPORARY COLLECTION

CONTEMPORARY 1L

CONTEMPORARY 1C
COLOUR SHOWN:
CLAY

COLOUR SHOWN:
GRANITE

CONTEMPORARY 1R
COLOUR SHOWN:
MARSALA

FOSSDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
SILVER GREY

CONTEMPORARY
DOOR COLLECTION
The sleek styling, smooth lines and stunning glass designs
of our Contemporary Door Collection will transform the look
of your home. Perfect for modern properties, contemporary
composite door designs in smooth and woodgrain finishes add
the wow factor to a wide range of house styles.
The door above is Vision LH.
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CONTEMPORARY 2L

CONTEMPORARY 2C

COLOUR SHOWN:
BLACK

All styles are available as Flush and Farmhouse.

COLOUR SHOWN:
CLOTTED CREAM

CONTEMPORARY 2R
COLOUR SHOWN:
CLAY

CONTEMPORARY 4
COLOUR SHOWN:
TRAFFIC GREY

WHITE ONELITE
COLOUR SHOWN:
WHITE

CONTEMPORARY 6L
COLOUR SHOWN:
GREEN

CONTEMPORARY 3L
COLOUR SHOWN:
CHARTWELL GREEN

CONTEMPORARY 6C
COLOUR SHOWN:
IRISH OAK

CONTEMPORARY 3R
COLOUR SHOWN:
PLUM

CONTEMPORARY 6R
COLOUR SHOWN:
TRAFFIC GREY

CONTEMPORARY 5L
COLOUR SHOWN:
CLAY

VISION LH
COLOUR SHOWN:
RED

CONTEMPORARY 5C
COLOUR SHOWN:
CITRINE

VISION C
COLOUR SHOWN:
CREAM

CONTEMPORARY 5R
COLOUR SHOWN:
DUCK EGG BLUE

VISION RH
COLOUR SHOWN:
GREEN
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SMOOTH CONTEMPORARY STYLES

ASHDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
ANTHRACITE GREY

RICHDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
ANTHRACITE GREY

SMOOTH
CONTEMPORARY
STYLES
These sleek, smooth composite doors feature a durable GRP
etched skin for a contemporary flush non-woodgrain finish,
with the look and feel of high quality aluminium. You can
choose either a colour matched or contrasting white door
frame to complement the style of your house and windows.
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DEBDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
ANTHRACITE GREY

TOP TIP

Choose a colour matched
glazing panel for a sleek look,
or go for European
styling with a brushed
stainless steel finish.

VISION C
SMOOTH
COLOUR SHOWN:
ANTHRACITE GREY

CONTEMPORARY 4
SMOOTH*
COLOUR SHOWN:
ANTHRACITE GREY

All the above doors can be either left, right or centrally glazed, with the exception of *
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DEEP WOODGRAIN
CONTEMPORARY STYLES

LOCKTON L
COLOUR SHOWN:
SILK GREY

LOCKTON C
COLOUR SHOWN:
DISTANT BLUE

DEEP WOODGRAIN
CONTEMPORARY
STYLES

The beautiful deep woodgrain finish and contemporary styling
gives you lots of options to create the exact look you want
for your home. High security and clever automatic locking
allows you to choose from either pull-handle or finger-pull
escutcheon closing.
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LOCKTON R
COLOUR SHOWN:
CHARTWELL

TOP TIP

Choosing a thumbturn makes it
easier to unlock and open from
the inside.

KETTLEWELL

KETTLEWELL
SOLID

COLOUR SHOWN:
GOLDEN OAK

COLOUR SHOWN:
COTSWOLD
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THE YORKSHIRE COLLECTION

COLOUR

CRAVEN

THIRSK
COLOUR SHOWN:
CHARTWELL

COLOUR SHOWN:
AGATE GREY

HAMBLETON
COLOUR SHOWN:
TRAFFIC GREY

THE YORKSHIRE
COLLECTION
The Yorkshire Collection adds flair with brushed stainless steel
glazing frames and distinctive geometric glass designs. The
stunning high quality stainless steel frames are guaranteed
to keep their high shine for years to come. The Yorkshire
Collection doors feature a flush woodgrain or smooth door
finish in a wide range of styles and colours.
The door above is Bedale.
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HARROGATE

HAREWOOD

COLOUR SHOWN:
TWILIGHT

All of the above are available in Flush (grain).

COLOUR SHOWN:
MASALA

RIPON
COLOUR SHOWN:
WHITE

BEDALE
COLOUR SHOWN:
BLACK

THE YORKSHIRE GLASS OPTIONS
HAMBLETON GLASS OPTIONS

THIRSK GLASS OPTIONS

MILLENNIUM

ROMA

TAHOE

KENSINGTON

QUARTZ

UKON

ETCHED

HAREWOOD GLASS OPTIONS

LINDEZA 2

ETCHED

FUEGO

ETCHED

TACOMA

HARROGATE GLASS OPTIONS

BEDALE GLASS OPTIONS

CIELO

MURANO

ROMA

TAHOE

KENSINGTON

TACOMA

RIPON GLASS OPTIONS

TACOMA

ELGER

LUCERO

MURANO

TAHOE

FOR OUR FULL GLASS OFFERING PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBSITE
WWW.KINGFISHERWINDOWS.CO.UK
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DOOR COLOURS
EVER POPULAR
ANTHRACITE
GREY

BLACK

BLUE

ROSEWOOD

RED

WHITE

ON TREND

COLOUR
OPTIONS
We offer a huge range of colours to achieve the look you want.
We’ve chosen a collection of the popular shades of painted
or natural wood style finishes, or ask us if you’re looking for
something different.

STANDARD LEAD TIMES

CHARTWELL
GREEN

DIABLO RED

TRAFFIC RED

IRISH OAK

MARSALA

PLUM

SILVER GREY

TRAFFIC GREY

GRANITE

LIGHT GREY

AGATE GREY

HUES & SHADES
CLOTTED
CREAM

COTSWOLD

VANILLA

WINE RED

SIGNAL
VIOLET

AZURE
BLUE

CLAY

EXTENDED LEAD TIMES

CITRINE

PASTEL BLUE

GREEN

EXTENDED LEAD TIMES

CREAM

DISTANT
BLUE

DUCK EGG
BLUE

SILK GREY

TWILIGHT

PURPLE
VIOLET

PASTEL
TURQUOISE

PASTEL
GREEN

The door above is Teesdale.
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GOLDEN
OAK

TRAFFIC
PURPLE

For non standard outerframe colours an extra spray charge will be required.

OBSCURE GLASS
There are 5
levels of privacy
dependant on the
style of glass you
choose.
ROSEWOOD

WHITE

WARWICK

FLEMISH

Privacy Level 1

CHANTILLY

SYCAMORE

Privacy Level 4

BURDOCK

GLASS
OPTIONS

Privacy Level 3

Privacy Level 2

CHARCOAL

AUTUMN

STIPPOLYTE

EVERGLADE

ARCTIC

Make your new composite door bespoke to your home with
our range of glass options. Choosing the right glass lets you
tailor your door and add a traditional or contemporary spin.
Our wide range of double or triple glazing all feature highly
energy efficient glass units.

Privacy Level 5

We have a wide range of privacy glass options, with more available on request.
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DECORATIVE GLASS
ANDORRA

ASPEN

EDWARDIAN

KARA

LUNNA

MONZA

PALMA

SAVANA

SIERRA

TRIESTE

VALENTIA

SCOTIA

ABSTRACT

BRILLIANCE

CLARITY

CRYSTAL
BOHEMIA

CRYSTAL
HARMONY

CRYSTAL
INSPIRATION

Our decorative glazing
options include elegant
coloured glass, stunning
bevels, leaded or zinc finish
designs.
Achieve a traditional look with our beautiful
patterned glass or choose from our Sparkles
range.
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DIAMOND CUT

DIAMONDS

ELBA

FINESSE

NEVIS

VENETIA

FLAIR

FLEUR

FUSION ELLIPSE

CLASSIC

DORCHESTER

ELEGANCE

ROMA

FRENCH

MURANO

PRAIRIE

REFLECTIONS

SIMPLICITY

ZINC ARTSTAR
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COMPOSITE
DOOR
SIDELIGHTS
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DEEPDALE SIDE

SWALDALE SIDE

RIVERDALE (L)

RIVERDALE (R)

ONE LIGHT SIDE

CALDERDALE

DIBDALE

TEESDALE

DOOR HANDLES & FURNITURE
DOOR HANDLES
& FURNITURE

HARDWARE

LETTERPLATES

The door hardware you
choose gives your home
the perfect finishing
touch.

Letterplates are colour-matched to door
handles and furniture with a variety of
finishes to choose from.

Our composite door handles are BBA
Certified and tested to withstand normal
use over many years.

KNOCKERS
Knockers can be added instead of a bell
for a more traditional look on a front door.

SPY HOLES
Spy holes can be added to your door for
an extra level of security to your home.

NUMERALS
Numerals are an ideal way to give your
home its unique identity. Choose from
a range of colours, finishes or fonts to
achieve a classic or modern look.

AV LOCKING
Our composite doors come with the
option of AV locking where you choose
a pull handle or a traditional eye-level
finger-pull escutcheon.

Doors with pull handles or eye-level locks
feature slam-shut, auto-locking technology

AV locking system automatically locks the
door when it is pulled shut. The door locks
on the latch when closed and the key is
used to gain entry from outside.
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YOUR

PERFECT

DOOR
COMPOSITE ENTRANCE DOORS

Finance Options available
including 0% interest.

SmartLink Windows
Unit 5 Fryers Way
Silkwood Park Ossett
Wakefield
WF5 9TJ

Tel: 01924 766024
Email:
Enquiries@SmartLinkHoldings.co.uk
www.SmartlinkWindows.co.uk

Colours shown in this leaflet may vary from the actual
product due to variations in print and photographic
processing. Colour samples of actual products are
available on request to check the correct colour before
you place an order.
The company reserves the right to change any products,
hardware and specifications given in this brochure in line
with its policy of continuous product development.
It is strictly forbidden to reproduce this brochure in
whole or part. All products in this brochure are
copyrighted and legal action will be taken against any
person or company found infringing our intellectual

